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But it was weakened because the Nationalists could Chapter
now assert that General Smuts had gone over to the    	'
side of the British element and the Labour party could
reproach him with subservience to capitalism, and the
decline of the fortunes of the ministry led in 1924 to a
general election and the return of a Nationalist-Labour
coalition to power. The final cause for hostility on the
part of Labour had been given by the stern repression
of unrest on the Rand in 1922, and coalition was made
possible by the agreement of General Hertzog not to
take up the issue of secession. Moreover, the path of the
new Prime Minister was made more easy by the visit of
the Prince of Wales in 1925, which conciliated Dutch
feeling to some degree, and his success in securing the
declaration of Dominion equality at the Imperial Con-
ference of 1926. The election of 1929 gave him an
absolute majority, relegating Labour3 which had split
into two fragments, one hostile to the Government and
both weakly represented in Parliament, to a position
of complete dependence. The most unfortunate feature
of the situation is the strong racial character of the
party division, the marked Republicanism of a section
of the majority, and the systematic use of patronage
to flood the public service with Dutch as opposed to
British officers, a policy only in part justified by the
advantage of making good the initial discrepancy be-
tween the numbers of British andDutch in that service.
Rigid insistence on bi-lingualism has necessarily told in
favour of the Dutch, to whom the advantage of learning
the greatest of world languages is infinitely greater
than it is for English speakers to study Afrikaans, a
debased form of Dutch, only now being created as
a language of literature. The latest of party develop-

